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equations in ul are obtained from (1.1) by the "infinitesimal change,"
x = xi + U'3T, where x and x are supposed to be co6rdinates of points on
"nearby" paths. Thus, 6xl = ui6r and the convention usually adopted is
6V = ulST, which is derived from the assumption d6 - Od = 0; this ap-
pears in all classical texts without further clarification. The a' are as-
sumed to be arbitrarily differentiable, which allows an expansion in which
second and higher powers of the parameter Or are to be neglected.

2. The only meaning (unless we fix the basic path in 1.2) that can be
attached to 5xI = U'ST is of an infinitesimal transformation of a one-
parameter Lie group. But the solutions of Oul = 0 are generally functions
of x, xi, t, whence the most general such one-parameter group must be taken
as operating in the V2. +1 of t, x, *t, where x is to be regarded as a fiber-
bundle attached to a generic point of the base-space defined by co6rdinates
xi. The only operator which can be used here must necessarily be of "the
first extension," i.e.,

X-uu'X + u sr (2.1)

and the usual infinite series expansion

'I 2
4.1 + TX41 +_X21p + ~~(2.2)2

can then be obtained, at least symbolically, in the case where the a' are
analytic, to which we restrict our entire discussion. Given several distinct
solutions ui, v', wi, ... of the equations of variation with the associated
(extended) operators X, Y, Z, . . . the question then naturally arises as to
the existence of a Lie group, with more than one parameter being formed
in some way out of these. For this, the alternant {X, Y} = XY - YX
must itself be an operator of the first extension with respect to the paths.
That is, if

XY- YX= aT
r
+X

r
th- n A ° (2.3)

Furthermore, the Jacobi condition must also be satisfied:

{X, { Y,Z} I + { Y,{Z, X} I + {Z, {X, Y} } = 0 for all X, Y, Z. (2.4)
After this, we can see whether the solutions of the equations of variation
form a Lie algebra, and over what fields.

Direct calculation gives us
THEOREM 1. Two (extended) operators X, Y associated uith vectors ul, vl

alternate to give one of the same type if the vectors concerned are (each) solutions
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of the equations of variation Ou1 = 0 or of u,. = 0. Similarly for the Jacobi
condition on three operators.
The proofs can be shortened considerably by noting another result
THEOREM 2. The solutions of Oul = 0 are just those whose associated

operators permute with the linear operator d/dt of 1.3.
Proof: We have

Xd/dt - dX/dt OurOu (2.5)

which suffices for the second theorem. To use this result, we may put
Z = XY - YX, and note that

dZ/dt - Zd/dt = dX Y/dt - d YX/dt - XYd/dt + YXd/dt 0. (2.6)

The vanishing identically follows from the permutability of d/dt with both
X and Y, and then proves that X Y - YX is also permutable with d/dt,
whence the associated operator for Z must be formed from the solutions of
the equations of variation, provided of course it was of the first extension.
For solutions of u,1 = 0, the proof is trivial. Similarly for the Jacobi
identity.
THEOREM 3. The solutions of Oul = 0 form a vector space which gives a

Lie ring over the set offunctions sp with s = 0 (i.e., constant along any path)
and a Lie algebra (and therefore defines a Lie group in the analytic case under
discussion) over the field of all real constants.
The latter statement follows from well-known results in Lie groups.

For the former case, we have merely to note that poul is a solution of the
equations of variation with ui provided sb = 0. However, we only have
here {I(X, Y} = po{X, Y} - (Y(p)X, whence we get a ring over the set
p = 0 defined by the vector space of solutions of Auf = 0. The basis of
the ring is clearly of dimension 2n + 1. For the Lie group, however, if
we take the most general case, the dimension cannot be finite, and the
question remains open whether the infinite Lie algebra and group thus
obtained are equivalent to E. Cartan's infinite Lie groups.

3. We now consider the subgroups (over the field of all real constants)
leaving the base space of the x as well as the paths invariant; the gener-
ators must now satisfy aul/at = 0; u1 = 0; Ou' = 0. This leads to
THEOREM 4. The Lie group leaving the base space as well as the paths

invariant is of order < n(n + 1).
It suffices to show that the total number of arbitrary parameters in the

solutions is finite, S n(n + 1) for then these can be specialized to give that
number of independent basic solutions and the linearity of the equations
allows a general solution to be formed out of linear combinations of these
basic solutions. That is, the number of essential parameters being de-
termined, they can be taken to occur in the linear combinations alone.
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In this case, we have ui = u',V' and i = u,J,k-XixtjUrar. Now the equa-
tions Oul = 0 may be differentiated successively, because of bu1/8t = 0 to give
a succession of homogeneous linear conditions on u,, uk. Differentiating
the equations of variation with respect to xs successively gives on the
second differentiation an explicit equation for ui,k, and thereafter linear
homogeneous restrictions in u1, u1,r. From the original equations Ouf = 0,
and from the first x derivative thereof, we may therefore eliminate U1,J,k,
and obtain two more linear homogeneous restrictions on u1,,,uj. The
problem therefore is reduced to solving a system of first order partial
differential equations for the variables ui and vJ. = u'j (adjoining this last
differential equation to the system), along with linear homogeneous re-
strictions upon the variables vJ, uk, to which may be added others derived
from the compatibility conditions. In any case, the solution ui = Vjk = 0
always exists, corresponding to the identity as the sole Lie group for the
path-space. But it is well known (cf., E. Goursat, chapter 1 of "Lecons
sur .. . Equations aux d6riv6es partielles") that the total number of arbi-
trary parameters in the general solution is equal to the number of variables
which cannot be eliminaled from the conditions of compatibility and the
linear restrictions, which in no case can exceed the total original number
of the variables. Here, that number is n for the ui plus n2 for the vJ,
proving our theorem.

It is easy to see that the maximum number of parameters for the group
may actually be attained. The simplest example is of x = 0, the paths
being straight lines. The group is then that of the translations with n
parameters, plus the linear transformations leaving the origin invariant,
of order n2. In the Riemannian case, for example, as with the equations
of Killing, something more is demanded, namely the invariance of a
quadratic form as well, whence the maximum order is half the above.
For the path-space of straight lines, if we impose, say, a Euclidean metric,
the group is then translations plus rotations, order n + n(n - 1)72 =
n(n + 1)/2.

4. Further extensions of the previous results are possible in several
directions, e.g.:

The group whose generating vectors satisfy only u;J = 0, Out = 0, thus
transforming into itself the space (x, t), while leaving the absolute parameter
t unchanged, has a number of parameters < n(n + 2).
The point transformations corresponding to this are Cartan's group B,

and their tensor invariants can be found now in an obvious way. The
proof parallels the above step by step.
These processes can be carried out also for systems of ordinary differen-

tial equations of higher order, as well for partial differential equations, the
sole condition being that they be explicitly soluble for the derivatives of
highest total order, The d/dt operator for ordinary differential equations
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has to be again defined as total differentiation along the paths, whereas
for partial differentiation we have as many such operators as there are
independent variables. We can then prove as before:
THEOREM 5: The results of theorems 1-3 are valid also for the systems

____x( dxi "x

+ ai (t, x,.dt..' I* ' ) =0, (4.1)

the equations of variation being defined by all those (extended) operators which
permute with d/dt, itself defined as:

d ?6 dxr 6 d'xT 6 -
dt at + dt .xT + * + d-ta ax(aT)r aa?, (4.2)

The maximum number of parameters in the group leaving base-space as well
as paths invariant cannot then exceed the sum of the first (a + 1) terms of the
series

n{1 + n + n(n 1) + n(n + 1)(n + 2)+ } (4.3)

For partial differential equations, we consider only the second order
system:

82xf. ~~~~a,fA = 1,. .. m

at2at. + H$a$(00 xX p) = 0; i,, .. n,

Here the operators corresponding to d/dt are the set 6a defined by

I./at< + #Ipta/&r- IIa/ap. (4.5)

THEOREM 6. The equations of variation have as solutions those vectors
and only those whose associated (extended) operatorsform the ring that permutes
with all operators 6,. The maximum number of parameters for the group
leaving base-space and paths invariant cannot exceed n(n + 1), as before.
The proof is by following the case of ordinary differential equations step

by step, and the condition for composition of two operators as well as the
Jacobi condition may be derived by direct calculation. The number of
parameters is again from considerations of the variation vector ul being a
function of the same number of variables x, as is seen directly from the
structure of the equations of variation. However, in this case, there are
also equations of variation for the independent variables tI, and it should
be made clear that the base-space is of the variables xi.
For equations (1.1) which are deducible from a metric, i.e., the extremals

of a regular problem of the calculus of variations, we have the following
formula. If the (inverse) Eulerian equations be abbreviated by -ff = 0,
then the result of any operation X of the base-space group is:
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5 (Xf) = X(Q5f) + U8rirf + f;i;rOUT (4.6)

This shows what would otherwise have been expected:
THEOREM 7: If a metric exists for the paths, it is carried into metric by any

transformation of the group preserving base space and paths.
For the simple case x 0, a general metric is any arbitrary function f(x)

with the determinant Jf;i;jj 0 0, and not containing the xl at all. This
is carried into another of the type by any linear homogeneous transforma-
tion, and into itself by any translation. The only possible additive terms
are necessarily of type dh/dt, where h(x, x) is homogeneous of degree zero
in x, as can easily be shown.

It is to be noted, in conclusion, that the conditions of theorem 1 are not
necessary. For the alternant of two extended operators associated with
vectors u, v to give an extended operator the precise condition is

v> Ou' - u. Ov? = 0. (4.7)

Similarly, the Jacobi condition for three such operators is satisfied if
and only if

u i {vr w'k- WroVk } + (two more terms by cyclic rotation) = O. (4.8)

This shows, in particular, that it even suffices to have one of the two
vectors a solution of both Out = 0 and u. = 0; in the Jacobi condition,
it is again sufficient for one of the three to satisfy both these equations.
Thus, the infinitesimal transformations not containing *V, and in particular
the subgroup leaving both base-space and paths invariant, have a special
position.
The second remark is about the possibility of defining a Lie differential

operator that carries tensors into others of the same type, but of defining
it in a manner that can be carried over to more general classes of trans-
formations, such as those over the entire path-space. To this end, we
may note that any such transformation may be regarded either as a change
of variables, or a charge of coordinates. The (infinitesimal) Lie operation
gives the difference of the (infinitesimal) changes in any geometric object due
first to regarding the transformation as a change of variables, and then as a
change of coordinates. Thus, for the tensor Tj of weight p under trans-
formations preserving the base-space, we have, when usj = 0,

LT- Tjijrur + Tj];ru - Tj,ir + Turj + pT,,Ur. (4.9)

Moreover, there is the infinite series expansion as in (2.2), and we have
the tensor carried over into another of the same sort, independently of any
connection that may be assigned to the x-space. The main definition is
obviously extensible for more general transformations.
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